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I Survived The Sinking Of The Titanic
1912
A 26-page booklet-style Reading Response Journal
based on the book "I Survived The Sinking of The
Titanic, 1912" by Lauren Tarshis. * Follow the Common
Core Standards * This is a 28-page booklet-style Novel
Study which is designed to follow students throughout
the entire book. The questions are based on reading
comprehension, strategies and skills. Many different
types of questions for students to think about and answer
before/during/after they finish each chapter. Types of
questions include: Narrative Elements Predict Connect
Infer Question Vocab/Context Clues Character Traits
Compare and Contrast and more... Complete with a
Word Search and Vocabulary Word Jumble I Survived
The Sinking of The Titanic, 1912 Novel Study -based on
the book by Lauren Tarshis ***Please leave a rating and
feedback!! Thank you! :) Each booklet is in PDF format.
For help printing a booklet in Adobe, use the following
link: http://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/kb/print-bookletsacrobat-reader.html Visit my shop, McMarie, at
Teacher's Notebook.Or view this product, I Survived The
Sinking of The Titanic, 1912 (Tarshis) Novel Study /
Reading Comprehension Journal.
"Ten-year-old George Calder can't wait to explore every
inch of the Titanic, even if his little sister, Phoebe, has to
tag along. But when George sneaks away without her
and ventures into the first class baggage room, a terrible
boom shakes the entire boat. Suddenly, water is
everywhere, and George's life changes
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forever"--Provided by publisher
"In March, 1943, a rusty cargo ship of erratic pedigree
was torpedoed and sunk off the Azores on her way back
to Germany from the Far East. The survivors naturally
assumed that they had fallen victim to an allied
submarine, but they were wrong." "U-boat commander
Hans-Joachim Schwantke had had an unlucky war and
was desperate to open his score. Assuming, on scant
evidence, that the Doggerbank was an allied ship he
sent her to the bottom and then turned away from the
survivors, in all probability by now aware that he had
made a tragic mistake and anxious to escape from the
evidence. But the evidence remained, in the shape of
just one man. Of the 365 men on board, alone of those
who survived the sinking and managed to reach a life raft
or dinghy only Fritz Kuert was to survive to tell his tale."
"Thanks to Hans Herlin's research, and the translating
skills of John Brownjohn, the amazing story of Kuert's
journey across the Atlantic, of his rescue and his vain
struggle to establish the truth has at last been
told."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
A thrilling graphic novel adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's
bestselling I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912,
with text adapted by Georgia Ball and art by Haus Studio
George Calder must be the luckiest kid alive - he and his
little sister, Phoebe, are sailing with their aunt on the
Titanic, the greatest ship ever built! George can't resist
exploring every inch of the incredible boat, even if it gets
him into trouble. But one night while George is off
exploring, a terrible boom shakes the entire boat. Soon
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the impossible is happening: The Titanic is sinking.
George has always gotten out of trouble before. Can he
survive this nightmare? With art by Haus Studio and text
adapted by Georgia Ball, Lauren Tarshis's New York
Times bestselling I Survived series takes on vivid new
life in this bold graphic novel edition. Includes nonfiction
back matter with facts and historical photos of the reallife Titanic disaster. Perfect for readers who prefer the
graphic novel format, or for existing fans of the I Survived
chapter book series, I Survived graphic novels combine
historical facts with high-action storytelling that's sure to
keep any reader turning the pages.
The legendary Australian ship's cat who survived the
sinking of HMAS Perth and the Thai-Burma Railway
Violet Jessop's life is an inspiring story of survival. Born
in 1887 in Argentina, the eldest child of Irish immigrants,
at the age of 21 she became the breadwinner for her
widowed mother and five siblings when she commenced
a career as a stewardess and nurse on some of the most
famous ocean going vessels of the day. Throughout her
40 year time at sea she survived an unbelievable series
of events including the sinking of the TITANIC. “One
awful moment of empty, misty blackness enveloped us in
its loneliness, then an unforgettable, agonizing cry went
up from 1500 despairing throats, a long wail and then
silence and our tiny craft tossing about at the mercy of
the ice field.” For most people one sinking would be
enough. But four years later Violet, now a nurse with the
British Red Cross, was on board the World War I hospital
ship BRITANNIC when it struck a mine and sank to the
bottom of the Aegean. To her, this disaster was even
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more horrifying-- “Just as life seeming nothing but a
whirling, choking ache, I rose to the light of day, my nose
barely above the little lapping waves. I opened my eyes
on an indescribable scene of slaughter, which made me
shut them again to keep it out." By the end of her story
we have a met a woman who could handle whatever life
threw at her with determination and good humor. She
knew that only by her own strength of character would
she survive. But Titanic Survivor is much more. A unique
autobiography for those who want to know how it really
felt, a story that could be told only by a Titanic Survivor.
The terrifying details of the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake jump off the page!Ten-year-old Leo loves
being a newsboy in San Francisco -- not only does he
get to make some money to help his family, he's free to
explore the amazing, hilly city as it changes and grows
with the new century. Horse-drawn carriages share the
streets with shiny new automobiles, new businesses and
families move in every day from everywhere, and
anything seems possible.But early one spring morning,
everything changes. Leo's world is shaken -- literally -and he finds himself stranded in the middle of San
Francisco as it crumbles and burns to the ground. Does
Leo have what it takes to survive this devastating
disaster?The I SURVIVED series continues with another
thrilling story of a boy caught in one of history's most
terrifying disasters!
The ship was supposed to be unsinkable. But on April
14, 1912, the unthinkable happened: the world's largest
and most luxurious ocean liner the Titanic struck an
iceberg in the frigid waters in the dark of night. What
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happened next seemed unbelievable to people at the
time. In approximately two and a half hours, the
celebrated ship flooded with water, cracked in half, and
sank miles to the ocean floor below. Of the 2,200
passengers and crew onboard, only 705 survived. The
rest suffered a terrifying and cold death in the Atlantic.
Observers around the world were horrified and saddened
by the tragedy, and many wanted answers. What caused
this incredible disaster to happen, and why did so many
people have to die? In The Sinking of the Titanic, read
about the steamship from stem to stern, from the building
and construction, the crew and passengers, and the
ship's fate with an iceberg, to the effect this tragedy had,
and continues to have, on the shipping industry and the
world.
Excited to board the Titanic with his aunt and little sister,
10-year-old George begins to explore the ill-fated ship's
first-class storage cabin when the ship is rocked by a
collision with an iceberg and begins to sink. By the
author of Emma-Jean Lazarus Fell Out of a Tree.
Simultaneous.
Originally published in 1912, The Sinking of the Titanic
was an instant bestseller and remains an important
account of the most famous marine disaster in history.
Based on the personal testimony of Titanic survivors, this
book tells in remarkable detail the complete history of
Titanic—from the vessel’s construction to departure from
Southampton, to the collision, ensuing panic, and
ultimate sinking. The chronicle includes first-hand
accounts of many of the survivors, and concludes with
the efforts in New York and Halifax to deal with the
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aftermath of the tragedy.Illustrated throughout, this
reprint contains the original drawings and photos of the
“Great Ship” and some of its passengers—both those
who survived to tell their remarkable tales, and those
who perished on that fateful April night.
Books have been written, films made, we have raised the
Titanic and watched her go down again on numerous
occasions, but out of the wreckage Frances Wilson spins
a new epic: when the ship hit the iceberg on 14 April
1912 and a thousand men prepared to die, J Bruce
Ismay, the ship's owner and inheritor of the White Star
fortune, jumped into a lifeboat with the women and
children and rowed away to safety. Accused of
cowardice, Ismay became, according to one headline,
'The Most Talked-of Man in the World'. The first victim of
a press hate campaign, his reputation never recovered
and while other survivors were piecing together their
accounts, Ismay never spoke of his beloved ship again.
With the help of that great narrator of the sea, Joseph
Conrad, whose Lord Jim so uncannily predicted Ismay's
fate - and whose manuscript of the story of a man who
impulsively betrays a code of honour and lives on under
the strain of intolerable guilt went down with the Titanic Frances Wilson explores the reasons behind Ismay's
jump, his desperate need to make sense of the horror of
it all, and to find a way of living with lost honour. For
those who survived the Titanic the world was never the
same again. But as Wilson superbly demonstrates, we
all have our own Titanics, and we all need to find ways of
surviving them.
A thrilling graphic novel adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's
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best-selling I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912,
with text adapted by Georgia Ball and art by Haus
Studio.George Calder must be the luckiest kid alive-he
and his little sister, Phoebe, are sailing with their aunt on
the Titanic, the greatest ship ever built! George can't
resist exploring every inch of the incredible boat, even if
it gets him into trouble. But one night while George is off
exploring, a terrible boom shakes the entire boat. Soon
the impossible is happening: The Titanic is sinking.
George has always gotten out of trouble before. Can he
survive this nightmare?
The only thing Lucas loves more than football is his
Uncle Benny, his dad's best friend at the fire department
where they both work. Benny taught Lucas everything
about football. So when Lucas's parents decide the sport
is too dangerous and he needs to quit, Lucas has to talk
to his biggest fan. So the next morning, Lucas takes the
train to the city instead of the bus to school. It's a bright,
beautiful day in New York. But just as Lucas arrives at
his uncle's firehouse, everything changes -- and nothing
will ever be the same again.
Inspired by the story of Rigel the Newfoundland who
survived the sinking of the Titanic by treading water for
three hours, this is an uplifting collection of amazing but
true animal tales.
"Describes the fight for survival during the sinking of the
ship Titanic"--Provided by publisher.
Four books in the bestselling I SURVIVED series!
Includes I survived the sinking of the Titanic, 1912; I
survived the destruction of Pompeii, AD 79; I survived
the Japanese tsunami, 2011; and, I survived the battle of
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Gettysburg, 1863.
70 years later, the bombing of Pearl Harbor comes to life
for a new generation of readers!History's most terrifying
moments are brought vividly to life in the action-packed
fictional I SURVIVED series! Do you have what it takes
to survive ... the bombing of Pearl Harbor?Eleven-yearold Danny Crane is alone on his favorite beach in Hawaii
when the world is torn apart and World War II officially
hits the United States. Does he have what it takes to find
his way home in the midst of the bombs, the smoke, and
the destruction of the day that will live in infamy?
A thrilling graphic novel adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's
bestselling I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912,
with text adapted by Georgia Ball and art by Haus Studio
George Calder debe ser el niño con más suerte del
mundo. Su hermanita Phoebe y él, acompañados de su
tía, viajan a bordo del Titanic, ¡el barco más grande
jamás construido! George no puede resistir la tentación
de explorar cada rincón del mismo, aunque eso lo meta
en problemas.Hasta una noche en que un gran
estruendo retumba por todo el barco, sorprendiendo a
George mientras explora. Muy pronto, sucede lo
inimaginable: el Titanic se está hundiendo. George
siempre había podido salir de los problemas, pero
¿podrá sobrevivir esta pesadilla?George Calder must be
the luckiest kid alive - he and his little sister, Phoebe, are
sailing with their aunt on the Titanic, the greatest ship
ever built! George can't resist exploring every inch of the
incredible boat, even if it gets him into trouble.But one
night while George is off exploring, a terrible boom
shakes the entire boat. Soon the impossible is
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happening: The Titanic is sinking. George has always
gotten out of trouble before. Can he survive this
nightmare?
Across the globe, devastating disasters have changed
the course of history. This title brings the sinking of the
Titanic to life with well-researched, clearly written
informational text, primary sources with accompanying
questions, charts, graphs, diagrams, timelines, and
maps, multiple prompts, and more. Explore the tragedies
and triumphs of this disaster, how it helped shape the
world as we know it, and how what weÍve learned from it
has made the world a safer place. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Core
Library is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
The "New York Times"-bestselling I Survived series
expands to include this thrilling nonfiction exploration of
five true stories of survival from some of history's
greatest disasters, from the 1912 sinking of the "Titanic"
to the 2011 Japanese tsunami.
Lauren Tarshis's New York Times bestselling I Survived
series takes on vivid life in this box set of four paperback
graphic novel editions. With text adapted by Georgia Ball
and art by Haus Studio, Álvaro Sarraseca, and Corey
Egbert, these graphic novels combine historical facts
with high-action storytelling that's sure to keep any
reader turning the pages. Each book includes a
nonfiction section at the back with facts and photos
about the real-life event. The set is perfect for I Survived
fans as well as any reader interested in stories of
disaster and survival, or who wants an action-packed
experience of the events that have shaped history. This
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set includes: I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (I
Survived Graphic Novel #1): George Calder must be the
luckiest kid alive he and his little sister, Phoebe, are
sailing with their aunt on the Titanic, the greatest ship
ever built! But one night while George is off exploring, a
terrible boom shakes the entire boat. George has always
gotten out of trouble before. Can he survive this
nightmare? I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 (I
Survived Graphic Novel #2): Chet Roscow is finally
feeling at home in his uncle's little New Jersey town. He
has three new friends, and they love cooling off in the
creek on hot summer days. One afternoon, Chet spots a
gray fin in the creek, but it must be his imagination It's
impossible he's about to come face-to-face with a killer
shark... right? I Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944 (I
Survived Graphic Novel #3): It's been years since the
Nazis invaded Max Rosen's home country of Poland. All
the Jewish people, including Max's fam-ily, have been
forced to live in a ghetto. One day, Max and his sister,
Zena, make a dar-ing escape into the nearby forest,
where they are rescued by Jewish resistance fighters.
But soon, grenades are falling all around them. Can Max
and Zena survive the fallout of the Nazi invasion? I
Survived the Attacks of September 11, 2001 (I Survived
Graphic Novel #4): Hoping to get some advice from his
firefighter uncle, eleven-year-old Lucas skips school one
beautiful September morning and takes the train into
Manhattan. But just as Lucas arrives at his the firehouse,
everything changes and nothing will ever be the same
again.
The horror of Hurricane Katrina is brought vividly to life in this
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fictional account of a boy, a dog, and the storm of the
century.Barry's family tries to evacuate before Hurricane
Katrina hits their home in New Orleans. But when Barry's little
sister gets terribly sick, they're forced to stay home and wait
out the storm.At first, Katrina doesn't seem to be as bad as
predicted. But overnight the levees break, and Barry's world
is literally torn apart. He's swept away by the floodwaters,
away from his family. Can he survive the storm of the century
-- alone?
A 100th anniversary tribute offers insight into how the tragedy
affected its survivors, drawing on archival research and
interviews with family members to explore how some
propelled themselves to fame while others were devastated
by survivor guilt. By the Edgar Allan Poe Award-wining author
of Beautiful Shadow. 60,000 first printing.
"Describes the events surrounding the sinking of the ship
Titanic in 1912. The reader's choices reveal the historical
details from the perspective of a first-class passenger, a thirdclass passenger, and a crewmember"--Provided by publisher.
Excited to board the Titanic with his aunt and little sister, tenyear-old George begins to explore the ill-fated ship's firstclass storage cabin when the ship is rocked by a collision with
an iceberg and begins to sink. Includes facts about the
Titanic.
A young sailor is trapped in the ocean, surrounded by
hundreds of man-eating sharks, during the deadliest attack
the world has ever seen. Can he escape? From multi-awardwinning Ellie Crowe and Scott Peters. 16-year-old Josh is
thrilled to be a crew member aboard the mighty USS
Indianapolis. But when a Japanese torpedo strikes in the
middle of the night, it tears the warship in half. Josh is thrown
from the deck and plunged deep into the black ocean. In
horror, he watches the massive vessel begin its death plunge,
threatening to pull him down with it. Josh is no swimmer. He's
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a baseball player from San Antonio, Texas. He's way out of
his element. Soon, hundreds of sharks begin to circle. He's
living his worst nightmare, but for how long? How can he
survive with no lifeboat, no food or water, and countless
hungry sharks? Every hour is a fight because if he gives up,
he'll never make it home. But does he have what it takes to
survive? With no rescue team in sight, can Josh ever hope to
escape? On July 30, 1945, the USS Indianapolis was
torpedoed at 15 minutes past midnight. It sank in 12 minutes.
The survivors spent four days fighting off the deadliest shark
attacks in history. This is the 3rd children's book in the I
Escaped Series about brave kids who face real-world
challenges and find ways to escape. Sure to appeal to fans of
books like I Survived by New York Times Bestseller Lauren
Tarshis, stories about the Titanic, and readers of Alan Gratz.
An important, relevant tale of bravery and friendship during a
terrible tragedy in American history.
'The best first-hand account of a passenger's experiences - a
first-rate piece of descriptive writing' THE GUARDIAN
The most terrifying events in history are brought vividly to life
in this New York Times bestselling series! Ten-year-old
George Calder can't believe his luck -- he and his little sister,
Phoebe, are on the famous Titanic, crossing the ocean with
their Aunt Daisy. The ship is full of exciting places to explore,
but when George ventures into the first class storage cabin, a
terrible boom shakes the entire boat. Suddenly, water is
everywhere, and George's life changes forever. Lauren
Tarshis brings history's most exciting and terrifying events to
life in this New York Times bestselling series. Readers will be
transported by stories of amazing kids and how they survived!

Chronicles the worst disaster in U.S. naval history,
describing heroism in the face of persistant shark
attacks and hypothermia after the sinking of the
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U.S.S. Indianapolis in the South Pacific in the final
days of World War II.
'A vivid account of how the TITANIC sank by survivor
Jack Thayer' THE DAILY TELEGRAPH. 'A dramatic
first-hand account... TITANIC survivor reveals the
horrifying cries of the luxury liner's dying victims'
THE DAILY MAIL. On April 14, 1912, John B. 'Jack'
Thayer III the 17-year-old heir to a Pennsylvania
railroad fortune, was riding in first class with his
mother, father and their maid on the most
spectacular ship of its era - the TITANIC. Jack was
one of only a handful of survivors who escaped by
jumping into the freezing Atlantic as the TITANIC
sank and spent the next five hours clinging onto the
last lifeboat that was swept off the ship's boat deck
upturned. He barely survived the disaster, and his
detailed and shocking account of that fateful night
has riveted those he recounted it to in the following
decades. Finally, in 1940, he wrote down what
happened, printing 500 copies for his family. Five
years later, after the tragic loss of his son in the
Second World War, Jack Thayer committed suicide,
and his story was mostly forgotten. This new edition
published in 2018 includes the historically important
series of six drawings by Lewis Skidmore a young
art teacher aboard the CARPATHIA (which saved
the TITANIC survivors). Jack described to Lewis the
stages of the TITANIC'S demise, which Skidmore
drew. Critically it shows the ship breaking in two as
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she sank. Many survivors refuted this assessment
but seventy years later Jack and others was proved
right when the wreck was discovered resting on the
seabed in two halves. It also includes other bonus
material, Jack's earlier, much shorter accounts of his
amazing escape published in 1912 and
1913.ABOUT THE AUTHOR John 'Jack' B. Thayer
III, was born in Philadelphia on 24 December 1894
into the wealthy and aristocratic Thayer family. His
father was John Thayer II who ran the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company, his mother, socialite Marian
Thayer. After surviving the disaster he graduated
from the University of Pennsylvania, served as an
artillery officer in the First World War, went into
banking and was later financial vice president of the
University of Pennsylvania. He committed suicide on
September 20, 1945 following several years of
depression, he was found in a car in Philadelphia his
throat and wrists cut. He was survived by his wife
Lois Cassatt, son John, and three daughters, Lois,
Julie and Pauline.
Most of us are not old enough to remember the
sinking of the Titanic, since most of us were not even
born, but almost everyone has a vivid, mental picture
of the last minutes in the life of the huge, luxurious
liner that was supposed to be unsinkable. We can
see the great ship, ablaze with lights and tilting
severely by the bow as the lifeboats were slowly
moving away. We can only imagine what it must
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have been like to sit in one of those small boats and
look back, or stand on the slanting deck when the
realization that the unsinkable ship was going down,
must have struck even the most faithful. The "women
and children" mandate, though it was not followed to
the letter, is an integral part of the legend, and the
cause of more than one childhood nightmare, in
which husbands and fathers were forever lost
beneath the icy black water. Since it sank on April
14, 1912, the Titanic has been the subject of an
endless stress of books, pamphlets, magazine
articles, films, and even in the 1930s a country song
was written by Roy Acuff, "What a Shame, When
That Gre-e-eat Ship Went Down." It has been 90
years since the sinking of the Titanic, but the story,
as told by Anna Thomas, is as compelling and
popular as any ever written.
This book relays the factual details of the sinking of
the luxury cruise ship Titanic. The narrative provides
multiple accounts of the event, and readers learn
details from the point of view of a crewmember, a
first-class passenger, and a steerage passenger.
This book offers opportunities to compare and
contrast various perspectives in the text while
gathering and analyzing information about an
historical event.
Across the globe, devastating disasters have
changed the course of history. This title brings the
sinking of the Titanic to life with well-researched,
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clearly written informational text, primary sources
with accompanying questions, charts, graphs,
diagrams, timelines, and maps, multiple prompts,
and more. Explore the tragedies and triumphs of this
disaster, how it helped shape the world as we know
it, and how what weve learned from it has made the
world a safer place. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Core
Library is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
????????
Visiting his favorite Hawaiian beach when Japanese
forces suddenly attack Pearl Harbor, 11-year-old
Danny Crane struggles through the smoke,
destruction and chaos to make his way back home.
By the author of Emma-Jean Lazarus Fell Out of a
Tree. Simultaneous.
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